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Ask hotel guests today what is most important when it comes to hotel amenities, and more often than
not you will find that the presence of guest Wi-Fi ranks highly among responses. Since the enormous
surge of personal mobile devices, more than 64 percent of Americans now claim ownership of a
smartphone1, and mainstream consumers increasingly view connectivity as more of a lifestyle than
a mere type of technology.2 For the average traveler, such an outlook continues to hold equally true,
with surveys such as one undertaken by Hyatt Place Hotels demonstrating that 59 percent of guests
considered complimentary Wi-Fi to be most important among amenity needs.3
But more than simply providing guests with internet accessibility, hoteliers are also
learning the critical necessity of offering high quality service. Research performed by
Research+Data for instance, indicated that 80 percent of economy travelers garnered
a favorable opinion of a property when free Wi-Fi could be offered at guaranteed
speeds.4 Additional research gathered via TripAdvisor further proved that while the
presence of Wi-Fi is most important to today’s guests, a poor connectivity experience
played the largest factor in diminishing five star reviews.5 Hospitality professionals
around the world, as a result, are understandably prioritizing the need to enhance their networks, with 45
percent of hotels indicating a preference to focus spending on improving bandwidth.6
However, despite the longstanding and widespread belief that more bandwidth automatically equals a
seamless online guest experience, the reality of a hotel’s internet connectivity woes often comes down
to the issue of Wi-Fi signal strength. Since becoming a common service offered by hotels, Wi-Fi signals
have traditionally been transmitted to guestrooms via the use of hallway access points (APs); boxes
connected to a property’s network with the task of streaming data back and forth for numerous rooms,
sometimes on multiple floors. When first implemented by the industry, such a solution not only proved
practical due to the cost-effectiveness of
having a single access point working to
serve multiple guests, but it also served
as an adequate means of providing
internet access to guests predominantly
using laptop computers at the time.
However, as guest preferences
shifted more to toward traveling with
mobile devices, such as tablets and
smartphones, weaker, shorter and fewer
Wi-Fi antennas used by such platforms
meant that signals being transmitted
over longer distances became
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increasingly prone to interference and weak reception strength. While seemingly a complex issue for
hotels to overcome, hospitality professionals are discovering that by simply making the switch to in-room
APs, today’s guests are able to finally receive a more intimate Wi-Fi experience that is capable of fully
addressing the most demanding of connectivity needs.

Dispelling the in-room access point myths
Not necessarily a new technology, in-room access points have received been a topic of consternation
for hoteliers in the past. Often, a property’s reasoning for deciding against the use of in-room APs lay
with the simple fact that they could be either tampered with or stolen by guests. Yet with the release
of newer models, such concerns have largely been addressed. Once
having to frequently dispatch staff to reconnect APs inadvertently
unplugged by guests, hotels using modern in-room APs are able
to benefit from platforms that receive electrical power
from the same cable used to transmit
data. Issues such as
rebooting or troubleshooting can
additionally be accomplished remotely
without disturbing guests. Mounted
directly onto existing data jack wall plates
with reinforced security brackets, more recent
versions are also very unlikely to be lost to theft, if
even noticed at all due to their considerably small size.
With expense understandably playing a role in hotelier decisions on AP type, the fact of having to
purchase more units as opposed to just one that could cover multiple areas, also certainly made hallway
APs appear to be the better choice for guest Wi-Fi. However, not every guestroom requires its own AP
when opting to choose the in-room route. For the more budget conscious, an in-room AP can potentially
cover three to six guestrooms and still provide users with a high quality online experience. While some
will argue that installing in-room APs nonetheless necessitates buying more units, hoteliers should
consider the fact that hallways APs are typically sold at a significantly higher price individually; all the
while offering far lower quality of service.
Lastly, those with a greater concern about overall cost may also point to the fact that many existing
properties lack the necessary Ethernet wiring, due to being constructed before the rise of Wi-Fi.
Fortunately for such hotels, alternative infrastructure technology, such as utilizing existing telephone lines,
can achieve the same enhanced result. With today’s hotel reputations increasingly hinging on the ability
to provide a first-rate guest Wi-Fi experience, the need to maintain an internet infrastructure capable of
accommodating devices that demand ever greater speeds is critical
to ensuring continued bookings. By investing in suitable
equipment from the start, hoteliers are far less likely to be in
a position where they need to make costly upgrades on a
regular basis, just to keep up with minimal expectations.

When comparing in-room vs. hallway APs, there simply is no comparison
With newer Wi-FI standards being issued by the IEEE, the case for implementing in-room access
points has only grown stronger. Initially launched with a capability of 11 megabits per second
(mbps), successive standards have seen speeds increase significantly to where today, gigabits
per second (Gbps) has become the latest answer to
accommodating demands for uninterrupted internet use;
be it for downloading ever larger files or streaming content
seamlessly. However, for hotels to be even capable of
offering such speeds, guest devices must have access to
an intimate connection with property APs; one that is close
in proximity and with minimal interference from other APs
or devices located throughout the premises. As previously
mentioned, the vast majority of smartphones and tablets
simply cannot communicate with hallway APs in this manner
in order to achieve a satisfactory connection, much less
obtain faster speeds. Consequently, In-room APs are able to
provide an optimal solution where interference is at a minimal
due to fewer devices communicating with the same unit,
alongside substantially reduced distances that data has to
travel over.
As hallway APs are often designed to send strong signals out in order to reach as many rooms as
possible, hotel guest devices can typically suffer from incessant interference from APs located on other
floors, leading to far slower performance and dropped connections. By being located within guestrooms,
in-room APs alternatively are able to use hotel walls and other infrastructure to circumvent the issue. By
also using a signal strength that is considerably weaker, in-room APs are able to offset the problem of
interference even further, vastly improving speeds and ultimately ensuring guest satisfaction.

In-room APs: not just for guest use
Perhaps one of the biggest game changers to have impacted hospitality has been the arrival of the
Internet of Things (IoT). From wireless door locks, to mini bars, to security and staff communication
systems, today’s hotels are leveraging the advantages of connectivity to reach a level of efficiency that
the industry has never seen before. By combining such solutions to run on one network, hoteliers are not
only able to be more cost effective, they are able to gain a host of additional benefits from platforms able
to communicate and share data with one another. Yet as with guest internet connectivity, the ability to
successfully maintain a connected network depends
on a strong Wi-Fi signal throughout a property. Taking
advantage of the same in-room AP network used by
guests, hoteliers can ensure that their systems are
able to draw from a consistent and reliable internet
source. By working with a reputable solutions
provider, hoteliers can maximize their network’s inroom AP capability to ensure that guest satisfaction
is not diminished by unreliable systems, yet without
diminishing the quality and speed of guestroom Wi-Fi.

When installing an in-room AP network, who you work with makes a
difference
As with virtually any online-based solution, the ability to implement an
effective in-room AP network can significantly depend on the provider that
is selected. Many companies for example are known to install dual band inroom APs, however fail to recommend or ensure that dual band coverage
on both frequencies is fully in place. This all too common occurrence can
unfortunately be disastrous for a property’s Wi-Fi service. As guest devices
often tend to automatically connect to the slower 2.4 GHz signal due to
its ability to provide wider area coverage, the presence of a faster 5 GHz
signal will mean that such devices will naturally attempt to connect to the
better alternative as soon as it is detected. If a 5 GHz frequency is poorly
implemented, guest devices that have been programmed to favor that
band will often connect at 5 GHz despite there being far greater latency at
that moment than on 2.4 GHz, resulting in browsing that will be painfully
slow and streaming that will be choppy or pixelated. Poor 5 GHz coverage
can also cause guest devices to flop between 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz connections as they teeter on the
edge of a 5 GHz coverage zone, resulting in frequent connection drops. An issue created solely by the
inexperienced or the careless, such circumstances can easily be avoided by hoteliers who take the time
to conduct research on their service provider options. In working with a knowledgeable and reputable
provider, properties can be assured of their ability to put a network in place that can maintain guest
satisfaction, is cost effective and capable of addressing long term needs without frequently requiring
major upgrades.

For more information on cost effective high speed Wi-Fi services for the hospitality industry, please visit
www.hotelwifi.com.
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